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What exactly is a ‘gene’?

Czym dokładnie jest gen?







Thesis. In order for a ‘gene’ to be a 

‘gene’, to be a “higher-order poly-

functional entity” that takes on 

different forms at different times,  

it has to be more than an

invariant particle. 

Teza



The question is: What evidence do we 

have that such a thesis could be (at 

least partly) correct?

Pytanie



The First Clue

Wskazówka 1



Principle 1: A typical (metazoan) “gene” consists of 

interleaved, interspersed, multilevel, and 

overlapping “data files.”
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Principle 2: This order permits a “gene” to be 

formed into circuits differentially.
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Principle 3: Gene data files are clustered into 

higher-order “folders” along a chromosome. 

This arrangement enables different types of 

RNAs to be encoded on both strands.
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Principle 4: Gene folders/ALUs are in turn arranged 

into “superfolders.”



Different “superfolders” encode different classes of 

RNA outputs.



And chromosome “superfolders” are in turn ordered 

into banding patterns…



…such as those of CpG islands.



As a consequence of these results, a 

physical description of the “gene” is 

currently lacking. What we do know is that 

each DNA region:

- Is hierarchically ordered;

- Has “multilevel optimization” of 

many different types of codes; and

- Is connected by “coding chains” with 

“genes” on the same and other 

chromosomes.



The Second Clue

Wskazówka 2



Other key pieces of evidence also began to 

accumulate. For example, it was found that some 

“genes” can potentially encode many different 

transcripts (over 1,000,000 in one case!)
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And the splicing of RNAs generates yet 

more “gene” products
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In addition, it was soon realized that the “junk” 

sections of RNAs are processed into a host of 

functional sequences
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And now it is known that cellular pathways 

literally rewrite genetic scripts to make new 

transcripts and proteins, a widespread 

phenomenon called “RNA editing”

Fig. 1, Lev-Maor, G. et 

al., 2007. RNA-editing-

mediated exon 

evolution. Genome 

Biology 8(2): R29.



Indeed, ribosomal and transfer RNAs 

must be highly edited in order to become 

functional in all known taxa



Clearly, a “gene” provides the substrate for 

many types of information that are layered on 

by the cell. In fact…

- Many RNAs, because of being 

rearranged and edited, do not mirror

any DNA sequence;

- The RNA-level codes that are formed 

are often topological in nature; and

- Many RNA-level codes are sequence-

independent.



The Third Clue

Wskazówka 3



So-called junk DNA elements are replete with 

experimentally demonstrated functions:















And many taxon-specific repeats have almost 

“synonymous” chromosomal locations:









The overall “data” pattern along a 

megafolder is the same but the species-specific 

details of the logic gates are different.



The Fourth Clue

Wskazówka 4



Co-expressed loci are clustered together along 

in the nucleus, sometimes to “create” genes



And these are in turn organized into “topologically-

associating domains” that are cell-specific.







DNA Sequences as Context-

Dependent, Data-Storage Regions

Given all the evidence we now have available, a

new model of “genes” is now emerging…





…and it is one where we have to

attribute the “informing” principle

to something other than DNA.
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